Benign focal epileptiform discharges of childhood and hippocampal sclerosis.
Benign focal epileptiform discharges of childhood (BFEDCs) are common EEG findings between ages 4 and 14 years. This epoch of maturational development overlaps with the age at presentation of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) due to hippocampal sclerosis (HS) in children. From our series of 17 preadolescent children who eventually underwent anteromesial temporal resection for medically refractory TLE due to HS, we identified two children, plus one thereafter, who were initially dismissed as candidates for epilepsy surgery because of abundant extratemporal sharp waves, which were bilateral in two cases. The sharp waves had the distinctive morphology, distribution, and sleep activation suggestive of BFEDCs, but the medical intractability and seizure symptoms were unusual for benign focal epilepsy of childhood. In each case, surgical candidacy was clarified when magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed unilateral HS and video-EEG demonstrated seizure onset in the ipsilateral anteromesial temporal region. The postoperative freedom from seizures in each case (follow-up, 2 to 4 years) confirmed that HS was the primary epileptogenic process, and that the BFEDCs were incidental or an atypical secondary manifestation. These cases illustrate the need for more extensive study of children with BFEDCs when medical intractability and seizure symptoms speak against a simple diagnosis of benign focal epilepsy of childhood. In addition, we observed that the BFEDCs in two of our children had an unusual bilateral occipitofrontal distribution, and we speculate that the coexistence of the BFEDCs in children with HS may not be an incidental finding.